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to unite the otherwise disparate essays into
a cohesive statement about Chesterfield.
To the reader's and the book's misfortune,
it was not.

Nevertheless, the book is a commend-
able effort. Using a multidisciplinary ap-
proach, it incorporates eight separately au-
thored essays (two of which are photo-
graphic) on diverse aspects of Chester-
field's history. Davis Bitton's study, "Play
and a Lot of Hard Work: Group Life in
Chesterfield" and Lawrence G. Coates's
thorough "Chesterfield and her Indian
Neighbors" are indicative of the original
research that the book required. F. Ross
Peterson's "Chesterfield: A Picture from
the Past" and Leonard J. Arrington and
Richard L. Jensen's "Making a Living:
Economic Life of Chesterfield" are par-
ticularly successful at conveying Chester-
field's uniqueness as a Mormon Village.
Their findings are enhanced by the de-
cidedly tasteful and readable format of the
book.

Chesterfield remains important today
as an area for future study not because of
its typicalities but because of its oddities.
An LDS community, it was not settled in
typical LDS fashion. It was a speculative
venture by LDS ranchers whose linear set-
tlement pattern so appalled visiting Church
authorities that it was subsequently platted
according to standard Mormon design.

Even then, the town departed from the
ideal square mile arrangement to a rec-
tangular grid of three-fourths of a square
mile. Also, many Saints never moved from
their original homesteads to the city blocks,
perpetuating a decentralized version of
Zion. Chesterfielders also paid no heed to
official Church orders to proselytize nearby
reservation Indians. They were not, how-
ever, unfriendly with them. Coates, in fact,
reveals that some second generation Ches-
terfield Mormons tried to claim free land
from the federal government by virtue of
having some Indian blood.

Impermanence was another odd char-
acteristic of Chesterfield. The harsh en-
vironment and abysmal annual incomes
from husbandry discouraged many Saints
from farming. According to Peterson,
"Young men, fathers, mothers, and anyone
else would try to find wage work wherever
they could" (p. 15).

The issue of preserving Chesterfield is
not discussed beyond a sentence or two.
One might hope to have read of the restora-
tion plans or adopted strategy of the Founda-
tion. Instead, the architectural analysis
tacked on the end seems so scanty that one
wonders why it was included. While some
of the essays are captivating in themselves,
they lack a unifying thread. The result is an
ambitious and laudable attempt which fails
to excite the reader due to its lack of focus.
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Reviewed by Merwin Swanson, Associ-
ate Professor of History, Idaho State Uni-
versity, Pocatello, Idaho.

RONALD H. LIMBAUGH'S Rocky Mountain
Carpetbaggers chronicles Idaho's guberna-
torial administrations — maladministra-

tions?— during its territorial years. The
scenario Limbaugh creates runs as follows:
(1) a petty politician has connections in
Washington; (2) he is appointed to the
territorial governorship; (3) he clashes
with equally petty politicians in the terri-
tory; (4) he serves briefly; (5) he resigns;
and (6) the cycle returns to step 1. The
details vary only as individuals of some-
what more or less talent find their way to
Boise. Limbaugh's book rests on his dis-
sertation. He has used secondary sources,
newspaper accounts from the period, and
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appropriate collections of papers in the
Northwest and the National Archives in
his research. He deserves our praise for
charting the dreary procession of political
appointees; however, the book is not with-
out some problems.

Limbaugh sometimes leaves the reader
mired in detail without a clear sense of a
main thesis. For example, he uses carpet-
bagger in the title of the book and notes
the incessant harping of Idahoans against
outside appointees. And, though I assume
Limbaugh is not responsible, the picture on
the dust jacket juxtaposes a diminuitive,
pudgy governor with carpetbag in tow
against an Indian (stoic) and pioneer
(rugged). Yet Limbaugh himself observes
that the carpetbagger charge was largely
meaningless; the outside appointees were
neither notably less talented nor appre-
ciably less honest than the politicians who
lived in Idaho territory. Limbaugh might
also have added that any white person in
Idaho who called another white person a
carpetbagger in the 1860s or 1870s pos-
sessed a very short memory.

If the carpetbagger issue was empty,
what issues did dominate Idaho territorial
politics? I would have been more com-
fortable with the book if Limbaugh had
explicitly identified these issues and orga-
nized the book around how the territorial
governors affected them — if at all. In-
stead, Limbaugh used the gubernatorial
term as his organizational unit, leaving
some issues unclarified. Just as the use of
the presidential administration as the unit
of analysis for national politics has declined
in recent years, going beyond the guberna-
torial administration would seem profitable,
too.

The central issues of territorial politics
that implicitly emerge from the book are
leftover Civil War loyalties, especially in
the early territorial years, how to deal
with the Mormon population in southeast
Idaho, and whether North Idaho would
become East Washington. These issues are
standard for Idaho territorial history and
examining the long line of politicians pass-

ing through the office of territorial gover-
nor adds little to our understanding of
them.

In recent years, historians looking at
national politics have identified several
cultural issues that had real impact on
politics in the late nineteenth century.
These issues, such as Sunday closing laws,
prohibition, and parochial schools, were
important political questions along with
such traditional issues as Free Silver and
the tariff. Limbaugh writes in the tradi-
tion of classic political history, but other
traditions might also serve the study of
Idaho. A historian might broaden our
understanding by examining other ethnic
or cultural questions than just the Mor-
mon question. A close examination of who
voted for whom might also get us beyond
the almost meaningless maneuvers of the
Boise or Malad "rings" that dominate the
writing of early Idaho political history.

Finally, Limbaugh adopts the standard
view of anti-Mormonism in Idaho in the
1870s and 1880s. There is no question, of
course, that the anti-Mormon movement
had a heavy dose of political opportun-
ism — Fred T. Dubois springs to mind —
and a hefty shot of the same hostility that
existed toward Jews and Catholics, a deep
suspicion of any religion that deviated from
the mainline Protestant denominations.
However, one must also grant to at least
some, perhaps many, of the anti-Mormons
a sincere antagonism toward Mormonism's
deviation from traditional patterns of fam-
ily organization and sexual practice. It
would be astonishing if Protestant Ameri-
cans of the late nineteenth century, surely
as confident of their own righteousness as a
group could be, did not attempt to either
limit or eliminate the influence of a major
institution in the Great Basin endorsing
plural marriage.

Limbaugh covers much ground and
many individuals. Any historian seeking an
account of the Idaho territorial governors
will certainly want to read Rocky Moun-
tain Carpetbaggers. For that, we all owe
Limbaugh our thanks and admiration.
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